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Practice with efficiency and confidence using world-class, 

authoritative life sciences practical guidance and related  

legal resources in one intuitively organized practice area.  

Our task-oriented approach helps you more easily manage the 

array of clinical research, regulatory approvals, transactions,  

and IP matters you encounter each day.

Easily assess complex regulatory requirements
Only the Lexis Practice Advisor service provides sophisticated 

regulatory trackers to monitor key FDA regulatory and 

enforcement activity, so you can quickly gauge the  

regulatory landscape.

Superior content specifically for life sciences attorneys
Product life cycle–focused practice notes and agreement 

templates are designed with experienced life sciences 

practitioners to address your specific drafting needs.

State law surveys for at-a-glance understanding
Rely on precise Lexis Practice Advisor state surveys  

to know which state-specific laws and regulations apply.

More relevant, task-oriented practical guidance  
to expedite your work, start to finish
How-to resources and annotated forms cover your most 

important tasks, from regulatory compliance to transactional 

matters, all in one place.

Intuitive and task-based approach 
to your daily workflow
Quickly and easily find life sciences-specific practice  

notes, annotated forms and checklists through search  

or task-based navigation.

Topics covered
Grow your expertise and provide high-quality and timely 

advice. Handle matters such as:

4�  Tracking FDA and other agency rulemaking  

and enforcement activities

4� Clinical trials set-up and compliance

4�  Product life cycle, from R&D to manufacturing,  

marketing and sales

4� Managing life sciences IP issues

4� Navigating the FDA approval process

4� Payment and reimbursement matters

4� M&A issues unique to the life sciences industry

4�  International considerations for cross-border 

business dealings in the life sciences space

4� And many more!
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Introducing the Lexis Practice Advisor®  
Life Sciences Practice Area

A dedicated practice area 

for law firm and in-house 

attorneys representing life 

sciences companies including 

pharmaceutical, medical device 

and biotech organizations.

Essential guidance and resources 
4�Regulatory trackers and state law surveys help you assess 

and comply with FDA and state-specific regulatory rules 

and requirements.

4�Agreements, forms and clauses annotated by experienced 

life sciences attorneys give you a head start on your 

drafting.

4�Transactions Search powered by Intelligize® provides 

access to publicly filed forms and agreements involving  

life sciences companies.

4�On-point practice notes provide tips and know-how  

to guide you through your tasks. 

4�Checklists provide quick step-by-step guidance  

so you don’t miss a thing.

Support and training 
4�Customized consultations and webinars

4�24/7 customer support

4�How-to videos, guides and more

4�Helpful feedback to your practical guidance questions  

from our online Ask Our Authors feature*

4�Complimentary subscription to The Lexis Practice  

Advisor Journal™

4�Access to our weekly newsletter
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